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The Crone Collection of Football Memorabilia

Dave Crone was a VFL football player, having played a handful of games from 1915-1920, for both the
Fitzroy and Carlton teams. However it was the First World War that was responsible for Crone’s small tally of games. During his early years Crone had applied to participate in WW1. In 1916 he volunteered to
serve in Egypt with the 8th Australian Light Horse Brigade, however due to medical reasons was unable
to continue serving. He was however recognised for this skills and was nominated as acting Squadron
Sargent Major in Broadmeadows, where he was responsible for training newly enlisted troops before
they were shipped out to the middle east.
It was during this time that Crone was sparingly able to play for the Carlton team when available. During
1917-1920, Crone played a total of 22 games, scoring a tally of 4 goals. Finally being accepting into the
AIF in 1918, Crone did not return to Melbourne until 1919; where he played his final four games for Carlton in 1920.
Crone however is best remembered for his time spent as the Carlton football club president from 19291937. Crone was also a Victorian selector for some years, most notably involved in the successful 1930
and 1933 Australian National Football Carnivals in Adelaide and Sydney.
Amongst The Crone collection of Football memorabilia are VFL membership
tickets from as early as 1874 to 1920. In this collection is lot 13, a very rare rabbit
burrow membership ticket from 1880. The Carlton FC formed the Rabbits in 1880,
the name was based on the technique of ‘rabbiting’ (a player stooping down so
as to case another to fall by placing his body below the other’s hips), which coincidently was banned the same year.
Also part of the collection is lot 32, a desirable item for football and military
collectors alike, as it is a rare snapshot of the 8th Light Horse Brigade after having
played a scratch match at the Broadmeadows training camp, in 1916.
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